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Have you ever wondered about the many hours spent on a phone and how it can affect

you? Actually, phones emit dangerous radiation. The radiation emitting from phones could

potentially be harmful to the human body and contribute to cancer. The average American

spends 5.4 hours each day on their phones and astonishingly, 13% of millennials spend over

twelve hours a day on their phones (“How much”). This should be kept in mind when using

phones and electronics. The topic of radiation covers background information, terms and

definitions, historical context, and the key scientist.

TOPIC DEFINITION

The background information of a science project is important. Electromagnetic fields, (EMFs),

are emitted from many electronic devices, especially cell phones. Scientists conducted a test in

which people held phones to their ears for fifty minutes. After that, their brain tissues

significantly changed. Interestingly enough, “children absorb ten times as much radiation as

adults, and there are even studies linking EMF exposure to autism, childhood leukemia, and

other diseases” (“Scientists Have”). Cell phones give and receive information at microwave

frequencies, which are within the radio frequency (RF) spectrum (Science Buddies Staff).

“Electromagnetic waves span an enormous range of frequencies (number of oscillations per

second), only a small part of which fall in the visible region” (“Radiation” Britannica). Radiation

is often organized as either ionizing or non-ionizing depending on the energy of the particles

radiating. (“Radiation” Wikipedia). Higher frequency EMFs, which include x-rays and gamma

rays are ionizing radiation. They can damage DNA or cells directly. Low- to mid-frequency

EMFs, which include appliances and radio waves, are considered non-ionizing radiation and do

https://www.britannica.com/science/electromagnetic-spectrum
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ionizing_radiation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Non-ionizing_radiation


not damage DNA or cells directly (“Electromagnetic Fields”).  Gamma rays are even shorter and

more dangerous than x-rays. Interestingly enough, food producers use gamma rays to kill mold,

germs and parasites in fruits and vegetables. The only way to work with gamma rays safely is

behind thick lead shielding (“Which Wavelengths”). Radiation is only dangerous if the number

of waves per second (frequency rate) exceeds a certain amount. Scientists are working on

devices that can reduce the effects of radiation (“Scientists Have”).

TERMS & DEFINITIONS

The terms and definitions of a project are also useful to know. The first definition one needs to

know is radiation. “Radiation is the process in which energy is emitted as particles or waves”

(“Radiation” Dictionary). Second, radiation damage is the damage caused by the removal of

atoms from a solid material when elementary particles, such as those associated with cosmic rays

or radioactivity collide with it (“Radiation Damage''). Third, a cell phone is a wireless telephone

using a system of low- powered radio transmitters, with each transmitter covering different

places on the Earth, and technology to switch a call from one area to another, thus enabling broad

scale portable phone service (“Cell Phone”). Fourth, a radiation detector is a device used to  track

or identify ionizing particles (“Radiation Detector”). Last of all, ionizing radiation is  a stream of

particles or x-rays, that produces ionization as it passes through a medium (“Ionizing

Radiation”). All these definitions will help people understand this project better.

HISTORICAL CONTEXT

Historical context is important for one to fully understand the origin of a project. Radiation

was first discovered in the Age of Industry in 1895. Wilhelm Rontgen, Henri Bequerel, and

Marie Curie, coming from Germany, France, and Poland, have experimented with it ever since

(“The History”). In 1908 Hans Geiger and Walther Mueller invented the Geiger counter, which is



an instrument used for detecting and measuring ionizing radiation (“Geiger Counter”). “Counting

alpha particles was tedious work, until Geiger came up with a device that did the job

automatically” (“Geiger Counter-1908”). The discovery of radiation led to advances in medicine,

instrumentation, and energy production, but it also included new health hazards such as cancer

and radiation syndrome ( The Discovery). The gradual exposure to low levels of radiation over a

long period of time can increase cancer risk ( Radiation Health).  Overall, the discovery of

radiation caused new problems, but it also introduced new solutions.

KEY SCIENTISTS

The three main scientists who discovered radiation were Wilhelm Roentgen, Henri

Becquerel, and Marie Curie. Wilhelm Rontgen was born on March 27, 1845 (“The Life”). Henri

Becquerel was born on December 15, 1852 (“Henri”). Marie Curie was born on November 7,

1867(“Marie Curie”). Roentgen discovered x-rays (“Roentgen’s”). Becquerel discovered

radioactivity could be useful for medicine (“Henri”). Curie discovered the two element polonium

and radium among many other things  (“Marie Curie”). Roentgen's discovery of x-rays are

helpful in the diagnostic process of diseases (“What to know”). Becquerel’s discovery led to the

development of radiotherapy which is used to treat cancer (“Henri”). Marie Curie’s discoveries

also aided the discoveries for cancer treatments (“Marie Curie”). These scientists had a huge

impact on society’s day-to-day lives.

CONCLUSION

The topic definition, terms and definitions, historical context, and the key scientists of radiation

are all necessary to fully understand this project. High frequency electromagnetic fields emitting

from cell phones contribute to many harmful diseases. The definitions of radiation, radiation

damage, cell phone, and a radiation detector will help understand radiation. Since radiation was



discovered, problems arose, but new solutions have been introduced. Wilhelm Rontgen, Henri

Becquerel, and Marie Curie were all key in the discovery of radiation. With the information

mentioned previously, the following hypothesis has been developed: If a video is playing on a

phone, it will produce more radiation than by talking on the phone. This hypothesis is the basis

for the upcoming science experiment.
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